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Background

• Current staff interpretation of Part 34 
regulations require industrial 
radiographers to wear three distinct 
personal radiation monitoring devices.
• Personal Ion Chamber (PIC) – Secondary 

direct reading integrated dosimeter
• Dose Rate Alarm device – Acoustical 

warning device for entering high dose 
rate areas

• Dosimeter – Primary integrated 
dosimeter of record (e.g., film, TLD, or 
OSL)

• Recent OGC interpretation – staff 
technical decision



Background cont.

THIS  TO THIS



30 years of industrial experience

• EPDs were first introduced in the nuclear power industry in the late 
1980s
• Full scale implementation throughout the industry by the early 1990s 

to replace the PIC as the secondary dosimeter
• The PIC was considered old technology that was prone to failure and 

erroneous self-reading
• Difficult to read – Accuracy of readings
• Discharged after bumping or dropping
• Off-scale if over exposed



Why EPDs ?

• Combined audible and visual dose and dose rate alarm set by health 
physics on a job by job basis 
• Self-diagnostic electronic checks / low battery warning
• Easier dose read-out by worker or a computer access control system
• Wireless real-time dose rate monitoring of the worker
• The NRC considers the EPD as providing adequate protection as a 

secondary dosimeter in the nuclear power context– an occupational 
environment as rugged as what an industrial radiographer would 
experience



What about the defense in depth argument?

• Even with a dual use EPD failure 
the worker will still be able to 
assess the dose rate of the 
working environment through 
the use of a required survey 
meter  
• Primary dosimetry can still be 

processed
• Defense in depth is still 

maintained



Is the current dosimetry requirements for 
industrial radiographers the gold-standard?
• From a health physics perspective 

(not really)
• The current requirement for three 

devices is a regulatory artifact that 
has no current technical basis in 
state-of-the-art health physics 
practice 

• The nuclear power industry left the 
pic behind decades ago for routine 
use because of the limitations of the 
device and the inability to track 
worker doses in real-time afforded by 
EPDs and the ability to set alarms at 
pre-set dose and dose-rate limits

• Prevailing health physics judgment 
and 30 years of operational 
experience in equally rugged 
industrial environments indicates the 
current requirements for three 
devices is outdated

• The reliability of the EPD as a single 
dose and dose-rate alarm has been 
demonstrated through operational 
experience in equally rugged 
environments



Discussion

• Navy EPD reliability data
• No direct reliability studies comparing the PIC and EPD found

• They may be out there, but the advantages of EPDs over pics was so 
intuitively advantageous in the nuclear power context

• No trends found in degradation of radiation protection in the nuclear power 
arena

• Early issues with RF interference have been solved

• Other areas to consider?


